Impact of Parental Migration on Health of Left Behind Children
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Abstract

After the adoption of liberal economic policy, Nepal entered into the international work force market. Human resource moves abroad seeking for employment opportunities. The globalization of workforce on one hand benefit to the country with a huge amount of inward remittance and on the other brings different bi-products in the country. The physical and emotional effects on the left-behind children [LBC] have come on the forefront as a burning issue. Absence of parents in the family has resulted in children’s sedentary and complicated life as well. However, health-related problems such as cough or respiratory difficulties and diarrhoea have been a major concern among the LBC. The absence of guardians results in nutritional problems such as height / weight for the age. Out of the parents, mother’s migration results in severe consequences. It does not only have an effect on children’s basic immunization and breastfeeding, but also effects on personal hygiene and sanitation. However, affordability of better diet, fancy outfits and health care facilities has been available to LBC with their growing access to remittance.
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1. Introduction

With the dawn of globalization, the numbers of migrant people have been growing throughout the world. The majority of the migrants comprises of labour migrants living in a low and middle-economic status and the job seekers (International Organization for Migration [IOM], 2019). Employment opportunity has been one of the key motivating factors of migration. As a result, the children become left behind and have to survive under the care of other family members. Ratha, De, Schuettler, Seshan, & Yameogo (2018) indicate international migrants send near and about US$613 billion annually as remittances to their countries of origin.

Regarding to Nepalese history on international labour migration [ILM], it can be traced back to the Sugauli treaty of 1816 (Ferrie & Hatton, 2015). Since then Britain started to recruit Nepali Gurkhas as mercenaries for East India Company (Ferrie & Hatton, 2015). As a mercenary, some one hundred thousands of Nepalese Gurkhas served the British Kingdom during both the world wars (IOM, 2019). Since the mid-1980s, Nepalese started to migrate to the Gulf states and Malaysia for work (International Labour Organization [ILO], 2018).

Nepal’s entry to the world of economic liberalization in the decade of 1990s has opened avenue in the realm of international employment opportunities (IOM, 2019). It created new job opportunities all over the world. After the adoption of this policy, the domestic economy of the country has got life with the growing remittances. However, after the assimilation to this new economic system, certain bi-products have gradually come to light (Ministry of Labour and Employment, 2018). The psycho-social effects and disintegration in families have come forefront as major challenges (International Organization for Migration [IOM] & Save the Children, 2018). Following the people’s movement of 1990 (Janaandolan[people’s movement]) the liberal policy of ILM was institutionalized (MoLE, 2018). Then after, Nepal explored more areas of foreign and cross-border employment to impart more remittance and revenue as well as foreign currency (MoLE, 2018).

With the gradual growth in numbers of international migrants, it left many homes without the guardians (IOM, 2019). That is to say, the growing number of international migrants reciprocally saw the growing number of LBC. Besides, the absence of parents in the family, the trend of international migration approached with the bunch of...
remittance in the families allowing more investments in the wellbeing of children (Davis & Brazil, 2016).

2. Methods for Identification of Reviews

We have attempted to consult the related literature and resources available either in printed or in internet form. Here, the search method is pre-planned to identify all available thesis, books and peer-review journals etc. The terms; ‘left behind children’ and ‘health’ are surfed to find the online discourse. Narrative overview of the literature synthesizing the findings of literature from the computerized databases, hand searches, and authoritative texts are also used.

The searches of the online databases are conducted for the literature review. PubMed, Hinari, Research gate, Google scholar etc. are used as the internet resources. Besides these, narrative reviews, books, and article from bibliographic references have been reviewed for broader perspective.

As a part of PhD desertions, in choosing the literature, the texts before 2010 are excluded in this paper. The texts related to internal migration are also excluded. Likewise, the reviews concerning to migrants who have been abroad more than six months are included in this paper. In reviewing literature, the texts related to physical and mental wellbeing, personal hygiene, nutritional conditions, etc. are included.

3. Discussion and Findings

Health is one of the society’s most important values and has been prioritized as one of the sustainable development goals (United Nations [UN], 2016). It is also the most precious values in life since it is related to the overall health of a society and nation (Islam, Khan, & Mondal, 2019). Tang, Choi, Deng, Bian, and Hu (2019) believe health as the symbol of a happy and satiated life. Good health relies on income, diet habit, lifestyles and emotional aspects (Gao et al., 2010). One who has better income can invest in better diet and nutritious food to maintain good health (Gao et al., 2010; Islam et al., 2019).

The aims of this study are to map and converse about the available literature on the role of remittances on health of LBC. This literature supports to add by undertaking the matter on how the literature view the effect of remittances on better diet, fancy outfits and health care facilities. Giving the impression, of being at interactions between remittances on the one hand, and health on the other, this review reflects on the following questions: what is the significance of migration and remittances for the developing countries? How parental international migration [PIM] effect on LBC’s health?

Though abroad migration is counted to be beneficial for the remittance, it has created certain bi-products (IOM, 2019). When one of the parents departs abroad for migration, the rest of the family members suffer back in home. That is to say, they have to undergo some psychological and emotional distresses like sadness, insomnia, obsessive thinking, loneliness, and crying (Adhikari, 2019; Dahal, 2016; Gao et al., 2010; Tang et al., 2019). Approximately 43 percent of the children age12-17 years are found to have psychological distresses due to parental migration in Thailand (Jampaklay et al., 2018). LBC experiences anxiety and poor living conditions compared to Non- left behind children [NLBC] in China (Song, Chen, & Zhang, 2018; Wang et al., 2019).

According to Man, Mengmeng, Lezhi, Ting, and Jingping (2017) psychosocial problems are found prevalent among the adolescents older than 14 years in China. However, Adhikari (2019) and Viet Nguyen (2016) argue that girls have negative consequences in their health than that of boys after mother’s migration. With the absence of a mother in the family, girls have to encounter several health problems because they miss somebody to share their problem (Adhikari, 2012). PIM has negative impacts on the wellbeing and psychological accompaniment of LBC (Adhikari et al., 2014). Especially, migration of mother in the family has an adverse effect on their security, households’ environment, psychological aspects, education, health etc. in Nepalese context (Adhikari, 2019). Since girls can openly express their health problems with their mothers, they feel alone at home even if their father are with them (Adhikari, 2019; Tong, Yan, & Kawachi, 2019).

Loneliness, grievances, low self-esteem and fears are the emotional experiences that the LBC encounter where loneliness is the most common (Zhao, Egger, Stein, & McGregor, 2020). The mental health of LBC is found to be better than NLBC (Lin, 2016). Adhikari et al. (2014) indicate the mother’s migration has an association with mental health problems of the LBC in Thailand. PIM often disrupts parent-child relationships and effects on physical health and psychological wellbeing of LBC (Zhao, Sun, Guo, & Liu, 2018).

Migration of mothers results in psycho-social disruptions in for children. Multivariate regression analyses show that PIM corresponds to worse emotional symptoms (Adhikari, 2012). However, a different result has been seen in Moldova and Georgia in case of father, mother or both PIM suggesting different impacts in male and female children (Vanore, 2015).
International Organization for Migration & Save the Children (2018) state that children whose fathers are absent from the family tended of having an experience of physical as well as mental abuse in Bangladesh. Parental absenteeism in the family seems to affect the psychological development and sense of insecurity in children. They feel less confident, insecure, loneliness and carelessness (Iqbal, Mozmi, Iqbal, & Saeed, 2014). Similarly, the male LBC is more vulnerable to psychopathology in Sri Lanka (Wickramage et al., 2015). LBC are more prone to psychological and emotional stress, sense of abandonment, and low-self-esteem (Garza, 2010).

IOM & Save the Children (2018) conducted a comparative study in Bangladesh which suggests children of domestic migrants have fewer probabilities of major health issues than children of international migrants. Loneliness has been the most common experience of LBC (Su, Li, Lin, Xu, & Zhu, 2013).

LBC whose both parents are absent in family has worst physical health, higher risk of injury, behavioural problems and lower nutrition (Fu, Bo, Xue, & Yuan, 2017). The LBC who are under the care of young caregivers are found to indulge in alcoholism, smoking, internet addiction and the emotional problems (Adhikari et al., 2014; Fu et al., 2017; Yeoh & Lam, 2016).

PIM is associated with a higher frequency of mental health difficulties, including emotional and behavioural problems as well as hyperactivity (Song et al., 2018). The suicidal temptation is higher in children whose both parents are absent in family than the children who live with both or at least one of the parents (Chang et al., 2017; Shen et al., 2015). The highest risk is noted in boys aged between 6 and 11 years. They are found to be affected by somatic complaints, schizophrenia and depression (Iqbal et al., 2014; Qu et al., 2018). Children living with father rather than mother demonstrates such tendencies in Bangladesh (Islam et al., 2019).

Concerning the nutritional status mixed results have been noticed in different countries and contexts. The nutrition status in the LBC age less than 5 years whose mother has migrated is lower than those children who are under maternal care (Hysing, Petrie, Bøe, & Sivertsen, 2017). Likewise, 34 percent of LBC are underweighted in Sri Lanka compared to that of NLBC which comes to be 18 percent (Wickramage et al., 2015). Similarly, 30 percent of the LBC are found underweighted compared to the children in non-migrant households in Thailand that accounted for 18 percent (Jampaklay & Richter, 2018). It shows there is an association between the child growth and nutrition (weight-height and BMI).

PIM has also a positive impact on the dietary habit of LBC. In Bangladesh, LBC of the migrant parent(s) are better off in terms of nutritional development than the children living with parents (Islam et al., 2019). Similarly, younger children (aged 6 to 12) are more likely to be overweight than older ones (aged 12 or older) (Brauw & Mu, 2011). On the basis of indicators prepared to measure the progress of child growth and nutrition across different age groups, we found that NLBC of age group 3–5 years have a significant lower proportion of weight/height for-age scores relative to LBC (Zhou et al., 2015). Younger children of age 6 to 12 years are found to be over weighted in China (Zhou et al., 2015). The prevalence of wasting, overweight and obesity is found in LBC in comparison to NLBC (Adhikari, 2012; Mo et al., 2014).

IOM & Save the Children (2018) reported that the LBC are less healthy in terms of height and weight in comparison to children of non-migrants. Mother migration has been found responsible for children’s height/weight-for-age (Mo et al., 2016). However, different result has been observed in Bangladesh that the children of internal migrants are found healthier (i.e. taller with higher weight) compared to the children of international migrants.

PIM makes difference to the upbringings of children in Ghana, Angola and Nigeria. In these countries, poor well-being of children is seen with mother’s migration and fathers assigning role as caregivers. It shows the result of a survey in three African countries during 2010-11 (Ghana N=2760; Angola N=2243; Nigeria N=2168) in which pupils of secondary schools are forced to live with caregivers (Mazzucato et al., 2015). Shen et al. (2015) put forth a different idea that LBC usually have better living conditions than the children living with parents.

LBC tend to have more conflict with classmates and higher chance of clash and argument (Luo et al., 2019). They are found to be at higher risk of sedentary life, internet addiction, use of tobacco and narcotics. Especially, girls are more likely to consume an excessive sweet beverage, watch more TV and drink alcohol and self-efficacy (Adhikari et al., 2014; Fu et al., 2017; Gao et al., 2010; Yeoh & Lam, 2016). However, Acharya, Ghimire, Bhandari, Ghimire, and Jones (2019) projected towards the possibility of higher consumption of meat and eggs with increased purchasing capacity. Islam et al. (2019) also found that PIM enhances the affordability of better diet, garments, health care facilities and better sanitation in Bangladesh.

Prevalence of diseases such as cough or respiratory difficulties and diarrhoea as well as an emotional disorder noticed higher in LBC (Tang et al., 2019). But, the rate of helminths infection has been found higher among the
children living with both parents (39%) than LBC (25%) and anaemia is seen almost equal in both group (Zhou et al., 2015). A study conducted among 558 school children found that there is no relationship between PIM and children’s sickness in Thailand (Nanthamongkolchai, Munsawaengsub, & Nanthamongkolchai, 2011).

Most of the children in migrant households are likely to get sick compared to non-migrant families (Botezat & Pfeiffer, 2014). So, it is important to understand that the presence of mother together with children makes a difference in child health (Viet Nguyen, 2016). Adolescents whose mothers migrate elsewhere have low self-efficacy and are at elevated risk of smoking and alcoholism (Gao et al., 2010). Gibson, Mckenzie, and Stillman (2011) reported that migration is associated with the lower health indication of least breastfeeding and inadequate vaccinations.

Inadequate care at home usually results in poor health conditions in the children (Zhao et al., 2018). Poor health condition has higher probability of school failure, grade retention and dropout (Benjamin, 2016). He also suggests grandparents’ care may be inadequate to meet the needs of children. Health services provided at school can alleviate the problem of absenteeism, and late-coming tendency in children (Benjamin, 2016).

PIM has a long-lasting impact on the behaviour of children (Zhang, 2019). Poor communication between parent and children is associated with children’s disturbed mental health (Iqbal et al., 2014). Problems in communication with mother or father is associated with emotional symptoms and hyperactivity (Su et al., 2013).

Su et al. (2013) explain that communication plays a significant role to cope with the emotional and behavioural problems. Children, who are in harmonious communication with parents tends to be more happier (Corballis, 2015; Runcan, Constantineanu, Ielics, & Popa, 2012). If parents and teachers maintain effective relationships with children, it sets the foundation for the emotional wellbeing of the children (Benjamin, 2016).

The existing literature, suggests that the effect of PIM in all cases and condition do not have an adverse impact, however; it is determined by the person who has migrated. That is to mean, in some countries mother’s migration has a negative impact whereas less impact on father’s migration. Similarly, some literature suggests the health of children improved with increased affording capacity while others suggest poorer performance in comparison to NLBC.

This study explores and analyses the current situation of LBC in regard to their health status. The reviewed articles suggest that both parent’s migration has negative impacts to their children. It is found that in most of the cases both parents migration has effect on overall health issues. Among the parents mother’s migration has been found to have more negative impacts. Migration can be used for the benefit of children if father is as migrants. However, if both parents are on migration the children should be left with responsible caregivers whom the children feel love, care and attachment.

Besides, this study gives input to formulate and implement the plans, programs and policies. The society, school and parents may realize their role towards the importance of quality of life and supportive environment to enhance child’s health. It will unravel the correlation between PIM and health so that the family and society can make their perceptions towards international migration. It helps to diagnose the issues of LBC more accurately and objectively to mitigate the negative consequences and create a child-friendly environment.

4. Conclusion

PIM has financial benefits, however; it has created certain bi-products. With the income of remittance, children have better access to health facilities and sanitation but they are deprived of parental care and nurture. Parental presence is necessary to prevent from Insomnia, loneliness, suicidal ideation, and depression. Moreover, Health literacy is a basic prerequisite for better health. In creating health awareness in a family, mothers have more important roles than fathers. Mother’s migration has to pay a higher cost than father’s migration in the family in regard to children’s health and well beings. For better health of children mother’s presence is the most essential, especially, to the children who require breastfeeding and vaccinations. Higher risk of injury, behavioural problems and lower nutrition are the cause of PIM in LBC. Children under the care of caregivers indulge in alcoholism, smoking and internet addiction. Higher risk of sedentary life, internet addiction, use of tobacco and narcotics in boys are associated with parental migration and girls are more likely to consume an excessive sweet beverage, alcoholism and engage more on television. However, frequent communication and counseling from the parents can minimize the effect. Despite having some negative consequences to the LBC, PIM can be beneficial if parents fulfill their sincere responsibilities and are connected psychologically to the children.
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